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The complete facilities management solution.
Reduce costs. Save time. Increase efficiency.
CAFM Explorer is one of the UK’s most widely used facilities fanagement software solutions.
A full suite of powerful facilities management applications are all available within the core software - no additional
charges as your requirements increase:
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Tracking
Cost Control
Help Desk
Planned Maintenance
Reporting Dashboard

•
•
•
•
•

Room Booking
Space Management
Stock Control
Work Orders
Work Planning

Additional web, mobile and engineer functionality is available to complete your solution.

Trusted Worldwide
From sporting venues in the USA to universities in Saudi Arabia, and with over 200 clients in the UK across the
education, healthcare, retail and sporting venues, banking, insurance and service provider sectors, CAFM Explorer
can help you achieve your facilities management objectives, quickly and efficiently.

For more information or a demonstration please call 0870 333 7101,
email cafm@mclarensoftware.com or visit www.cafmexplorer.com.
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comment

The last few months were the season to be
jolly. Now it seems it’s the season to sit in
auditoriums and listen to long speeches.
Party political conferences (not to mention
leaders debates), Louis Van Gaal’s minor
meltdown and Benjamin Netanyahu’s rants
have all hit headlines recently.

I

n the FM world the Workplace Futures Conference, Th!nkFM,
and the Industry Ball are all crammed into the opening few
months of the year. Not to mention the plethora of smaller
events held week in week out that we all love so much.
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As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

From Single to Multi-user
CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce, whatever the size, with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM & FSI GO Workforce Mobility from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900
info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com
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facilitiesshow.com
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Delivering knowledge, innovation and
solutions at the UK’s largest FM event
16-18 June 2015, ExCeL London

In association with
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Inspiring excellence in FM
Facilities Show 2015 is dedicated to bringing you together with suppliers and specialists to share knowledge,
debate current issues and source best ﬁt solutions and products for your organisation’s needs.
As the remit of FM is ever expanding to include energy management, ﬁre prevention, security and health and
safety, Facilities Show and the neighbouring events in Protection & Management 2015 will bring you solutions
and innovations across this broad and diverse profession.

Join the community @Facilities_Show #FACSHOW
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 Next Month
In honour of international women’s day we will
be running a feature on the past, present and
future of women in FM. We take a look at some
of the more unusual aspects of the recycling
industry, get expert advice on the best way to
hire and get hired, then examine what you need
        
       
in the world of ergonomics. So if you have any
thoughts or feedback please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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IN MY VIEW
THE WORKPLACE OF 2015
A

ccording to the great and good of the industry
the FM sector is set to see substantial growth
over the next twelve months.
When delegates gathered at The Crystal in
London yesterday for the latest installment of the
David Ward, managing director of Ward Security

FRONT-OF-HOUSE NEED
NOT BE SACRIFICED
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Workplace Futures Conference they declared, almost
unanimously, that turnover was set to skyrocket and
that workforces were set to expand.
The dark lining on the silver cloud however was
a fear about the upcoming skills shortage, with
FMs worrying where the talent was going to come
from. Despite this the overwhelming majority of
attendees reported that they found the sector either
“satisfactory” or “positive.”
The conference, which has been running since
2007, welcomed distinguished speakers including
;       $  
principal technology evangelist…) Servest’s CJ Green,
Debra Ward from Macros, Tony Raikes of Vinci and
chair of Women in FM, Vicky O’Farrell.
Though the theme of the day was convergence the
speakers covered everything from big data, which
brought forth several divergent views on twitter, to
the importance of people in service delivery.
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FMJ AND MONEYPENNY HOST NORTHERN NETWORKING EVENT
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The Manchester Hilton’s Cloud 23 bar played host on Tuesday
            " 
Well over 130 people came to the night, which was co- hosted
by Moneypenny and sponsored by GEA Denco. The guests came
from across the north, with Liverpool, Leeds and Derby amongst
      Q  "! X ! 
eating and drinking to excess...) there were of course speakers
present as well. Rachel Clacher, co-founder and director of
  
" !      7'
the very beginning up to the opening of their brand new
  6 
We then heard from Caroline Reilly and Amy Hulme about the work done by the Living Wage Foundation,
trying to create a country where everyone earns enough money to live. They were supported by Steve
Workman from ISS and Tony Cahill of Vivark who gave insights into how accreditation from the foundation has
 7      (   "!  " "    Y !
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interesting mix. If you would like to attend future events keep an eye out for announcements.
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Ward Security
t: 0845 872 1327
www.ward-security.co.uk
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BIFM EXPANDS INTO REPUBLIC
BIFM has announced that it is building on its current
presence in Belfast with the opening of a new office
in Dublin.
The expansion is part of the organisation’s
broader international strategy and will support
members in Ireland, of which there are currently
over 350 in both the Republic and Northern Ireland.
The office opening is in direct response to the
growing demand for facilities management in the
region, a sector which contributes over €13 billion to
the Irish economy.
The Southern Ireland BIFM branch was formed in
response to Irish facilities managers seeking a

professional framework from which to develop their
careers. The additional presence in the region will
build on the work which has already been done
and will help deliver an extensive programme of
networking opportunities, enhanced training and
learning experiences and CPD events during 2015
and beyond.
The annual BIFM Ireland Conference and
Exhibition will also move to Dublin this year. Now
in its 19th year, the event is an opportunity for
attendees to hear from a diverse line-up of industry
experts, share ideas, network with peers, attend
events and visit the exhibition.

FMJ.CO.UK

Good food and euro views
On the 26th of February it was FMJ’s pleasure to sponsor Bartlett
Mitchell’s BMFM 2020 event in London.
The nation was described as the link between the

   Z&'  3$  "!
supported as completely necessary and the host’s
claims of this as a time of great political instability
largely dismissed. When the audience was polled it
found that these views were pretty representative of
the mood of the room.
+     6  "  
was time to get down to the serious business of
networking and sampling some of the delicacies
that the hosts had laid on. The menu, which
wouldn’t have looked out of place at a Heston
Blumenthal restaurant included such innovations as:
“Sea trout with almost burnt cream and fermented
cucumber,” “Jerusalem artichoke with lemon,” and
Q  '   ' 6   X%  
large the food was delicious and the networking, I’m
'  7     
Held at One New Change opposite St. Paul’s
cathedral the catering company had arranged
for a lively debate on the impact of the European
Union on the facilities management sector. Hosted
by Roy Lilley, respected commentator and writer
who also appeared on stage at last year’s Think
FM conference, the debate saw four recognisable
faces from across the industry give their views, and
they were overwhelmingly supportive of Britain
remaining within the EU.

DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY
16-18 JUNE 2015
www.facilitiesshow.com

MARCH 2015
3-5
"# 
ExCeL, London
www.ecobuild.co.uk

MARCH 2015
10-12
The Cleaning Show
ExCeL, London
www.cleaningshow.co.uk

MARCH 2015
16-17
Total Security Summit
Radisson Blu Hotel, Stanstead
www.forumevents.co.uk

APRIL 2015
21-23
Sustainability Live NEC, Birmingham
www.sustainabilitylive.com

MAY 2015
11-12
Total Supply Chain Summit
Heythorp Park Resort, Oxfordshire
www.forumevents.co.uk

THE WORKPLACE CONVERSATION
T

he British Institute of Facilities
Management (BIFM) and the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD)
 # $ & '# %  
– a unique collaborative three month online
' * # +'        
environment and what the future of the
 '#    
1 "       7  
challenges, ideas and opportunities on how
work is enabled, both now and in the future,
and will explore topics such as the emergence of
"   '   3$ 
working alternatives, and their impact on business
performance and the way people work.
The initiative will comprise of an online
conversation over a three month period, which
will draw insights, ideas and practical solutions
from individuals across a range of countries.
;    "   7 !  
the duration; the outcome of which will lead to a
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Kings Place, London
www.thinkfm.com

JUNE 2015
29-30
The Facilities Management Forum
Whittlebury Hall Hotel, Northants
www.forumevents.co.uk

JUNE/JULY 2015
30-01
Avex International 2015
Manchester Central Convention Complex
www.avexshow.co.uk

user-submitted idea, selected by the community,
being voted as the best idea to ‘create better
workplaces in the future’.
The initiative was announced by BIFM chief
executive, Gareth Tancred, at yesterday’s annual
Workplace Futures Conference 2015, where he
urged practitioners to play their important role in
helping “shape the future of work.”

SEPTEMBER 2015
15-17
RWM NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

NOVEMBER 2015
09-14
& '# & 
Tours involving some of the UK’s most
innovative workplaces, London
www.workplaceweek.com
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GLOBAL FM

ISS China gains
telecoms deal
ISS China has been awarded a large contract by mobile
telecommunications infrastructure equipment suppliers,
Huawei, to provide Integrated Facility Services (IFS) at its
 - #   #-' 
The campus provides apartments, recreation centers, a
medical center and many other living amenities for its
residents. ISS will provide a full range of services including

' '6  '  ' 
facility management.
ISS China has also won the facility management service
contract with Huawei’s newly built data center, the largest of its kind in China. The two contracts now bring ISS China’s overall scope of service to approximately
600,000 square meters. Approximately 320 ISS employees will work on the contact, when it is fully operationally on 1 April 2015.

QUESS BUYS
ARAMARK’S INDIAN
FM BUSINESS
Bangalore-based business services
provider Quess Group, a subsidiary of
 1 `!   #, '
has agreed a deal to acquire Aramark’s
Mumbai-based facility management
arm for an undisclosed amount.
The acquisition will help Quess
strengthen its position in India’s facility
management sector with an integrated
6 
  
services, pest control and catering, it
said in its statement.
The future brand of the business will
be decided by the new shareholders on
or around the closing of the transaction.
Aramark India is a facility
management company with over 2,500
employees across nine states. The

6    
and healthcare facility management.
Once the acquisition is completed,
Quess’ integrated facility management
vertical will have an employee base of
over 20,000.

   
in North Sea

CBFM APPOINT POWELL

© Wintershall

Cofely Besix Facility Management
(CBFM) has announced the
'' -   #/   
47" # - 
With over 30 years experience
     #   - - 
# 8/  #  # 
  +'
#   
forms of HVAC, water treatment,
power generation and other
mechanical services, to senior
management roles controlling the
companies’ regional operations.
Prior to joining the company,
/    '   
business development manager for
     9 #" ; 

Wintershall Noordzee B.V. has renewed its contract
" {&&& & +"  {&&#'  
of Compass Group UK and Ireland, for a further
three years.
The contract renewal follows several successful
years of ESS providing catering and hygiene
  +  6 '
operating across eight sites in the Netherlands.
The latest deal will see 42 ESS colleagues
provide services to 130 Wintershall workers
across these platforms.

Lusso gets on board with Japanese shipping company
# !    
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The contract, expected to be worth £650,000 over its term, came as a result of a three-way tender process
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Square. Lusso, one of seven businesses within the independent catering group CH&Co, will initially provide
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McQuay Service      
   Facilities Management Show
 Stand F2B    
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01670 566 207

Midlands office
66-68 Hagley Road,
Birmingham
B16 8PF
0121 456 3156

Southern Office
40-41 Questor Estate,
Pearson Way, Dartford,
Kent DA1 1JN
01322 428 092

Air Conditioning

a member of DAIKIN Group
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Balfour Beatty JV reaches new
heights in Hong Kong
Balfour Beatty has announced that its joint venture, Gammon Construction, has won a HK$3.2
billion (c.£270 million) contract to build a major residential development building in Hong Kong.
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ASTA RELEASE
FM SOFTWARE
There has been a great deal
of discussion over recent
months and years around FMs
role in the design and build of
facilities. Facilities managers
naturally want a say in the
initial architectural stages of
a site’s construction, but the
architects themselves, not
to mention HR and finance,
often disagree.
However some aspects
really do go the entire way through the process, from
conception to completion, and then on to FM provision.
Project management software from Asta, is one such
aspect.
With a longstanding,
and dominant, position
in the construction
industry, Asta are
now breaking into the
facilities management
sector. They have
recently released
the thirteenth
version of their
project management
software which will aloe allow more effective resource
management, easier resource analysis and increased
BIM interaction.
Under the leadership of new MD Jason Ruddle, Asta are
determined to show the FM sector how they can break
into the earliest stages of design and build, as well as the
benefits of project management software.

walls that
dissolve
odours!
OdourTrap™ is a PVC-free (nonvinyl), decorative wall surface that
turns walls and cubicles into an
effective odour neutralisation
system. This amazing product
consumes no power, produces no
waste, emits no CO2 and requires
no perfumes or deodorisers.
Particularly effective against urine,
faeces and perspiration smells,
OdourTrap works around the clock,
secretly catching and dissolving
bad smells - and it is guaranteed to
keep doing this for at least 5 years
if maintained as recommended.
OdourTrap beats odour in Toilets,

Gymnasiums, Care Homeswherever odour is a problem.

Call 01355 270761 or email
hello@novograf.co.uk
today and ﬁnd out how
easily you can get your
walls working for you.
www.novograf.co.uk

www.novograf.co.uk
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

VINCI TO WORK AT OLYMPIC STADIUM
VINCI Stadium, operator of a network of
venues including the Stade de France
in Paris, has been awarded a 25-year
contract to manage the former Olympic
Stadium at Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park.
The Stadium is owned by the E20
Stadium LLP, set up between the London
Legacy Development Corporation and
Newham Council, who have shared
responsibility for the Stadium’s future
as an all-round multi-use venue,
delivering a lasting sporting, cultural
and commercial legacy.
The Stadium which is currently being
transformed into a multi-use stadium,
will see VINCI begin its management of
the world class venue this year, ahead of
the Rugby World Cup 2015.
$ 9 -   -#  
Rugby World Cup 2015 before fully
re-opening in 2016 when it will become
the home of West Ham United and the
national competition venue for UK
Athletics.
VINCI Stadium, a subsidiary of VINCI
Concessions, will be responsible for all
aspects of running and managing the
Stadium on a day-to-day basis as well

Independent food service specialist, BaxterStorey, has
won a new three-year contract with the University of
Stirling following a rigorous tender process.
The contract, which commenced in January, sees
BaxterStorey providing catering and hospitality
services to the University’s 15,000 students, staff
and visitors.
Principle Cleaning Services Ltd has beaten off stiff
competition to win a significant cleaning contract at
Broadgate’s Paddington Central.
Located on the waterside of the Grand Union Canal

as bringing in new events and activity.
They will work with the E20 Stadium
Partnership to ensure the Stadium is
ready to host West Ham United and
UK Athletics in 2016, as well as Rugby
World Cup 2015, and the IAAF 2017 World
Athletics Championships and 2017 IPC
Athletics World Championships.
Alongside managing the Stadium,
VINCI Stadium will also manage the
London Marathon Charitable Trust
Community Track and events on the
south park lawn, below the ArcelorMittal
Orbit. They will work with the E20
Stadium Partnership to promote sport
and healthy living in the local area and
deliver mass participation events such
as the Great Newham London Run.

in the West End in the heart of Paddington, London
based and award winning Principle Cleaning will be
responsible for daily office cleaning, window cleaning,
periodics, estate cleaning and washroom services in
the new contract, where staff will ensure the usual high
quality standard is maintained.
ISS UK’s landscaping division has landed the largest
grounds maintenance deal to date in the UK, following
its award of the Central, South West and South East
Regional Prime, Next Generation Estates Contracts.
The deal will see the landscaping division of ISS
UK continue its long-term partnership with Prime
Contractor CarillionAmey, to deliver additional
improvements to the quality and efficiencies of the
Defence Estate across the UK.
Axis Security has successfully won the manned
guarding contract at the Gallagher Retail Park,
located just outside Coventry, following a competitive
tender process.
Engineering support services company, Babcock,
has secured a seven-year contract with the London
Borough of Richmond upon Thames (Richmond
Council) to deliver an integrated property and estate
management solution that combines strategic
asset management, facilities management, estate
rationalisation and project management services.

INCENTIVE TO WORK AT PORT OF DOVER
The Port of Dover has awarded a major contract to Incentive FM, one of the UK’s
leading independent facilities companies, following a detailed tender through the
OJEU process.
Under the terms, Incentive FM will provide a unique range of services at the Port
of Dover’s dedicated Cruise Terminals, designed to help passengers have the best
possible customer experience on their journey.
The Cruise Terminals handled over 200,000 passengers in 2014 and Dover
continues to be the UK’s second busiest cruise port with a clear focus on delivering
the best passenger service.
Incentive FM will be responsible for all arriving and departing passengers along
with their baggage. The company will provide mooring of vessels, porterage,
baggage handling, security, car park management, reception desk, waste
handling, replenishment of vessels, and customer service.
  = - >#    ?  '      #  #   
- >  8 @GQ +   ?  #   -'  
required to deliver services when the cruise vessels are in port.
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Compass Group UK & Ireland’s education business,
Chartwells has been awarded a new catering contract
with the University of Salford, worth almost £40
million in total, across a nine and a half year period.
National building services and facilities management
firm, EIC, has won a three-year FM contract with
CarillonAmey, which will see the company play a key
role in maintaining the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
estate in the south east of England.
The contract which commenced on 1 Febraury 2015,
will see EIC deliver all planned and reactive building
fabric and maintenance work at 42 sites across the
MoD’s estate, including high-profile locations such as
Sandhurst, RAF Brize Norton and RAF Northolt.
EMCOR UK has been awarded an integrated facilities
management (IFM) contract by United Utilities for its
594 properties throughout North West England.
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PREDICT THE FUTURE
DON’T REACT TO THE PRESENT

costly type of HVAC maintenance.
No schedule in place, just a
reaction in the event of breakdown.
 Preventative: Scheduled
maintenance, usually based on
manufacturer guidelines.
 Predictive: The best and ultimately

Jason Davis from ECEX, explains why facilities managers
need to take a predictive approach when it comes to HVAC
maintenance; an upfront cost that will ultimately mean
           
system downtime – bonuses that more than cover the initial outlay

terms of limiting breakdown and
reducing energy consumption.
Schedules are based on the actual
equipment and the environment
in which they operate. Ideally,
a predictive maintenance
programme should include
infrastructure investments, such

I

n spite of considerable evidence in
favour of predictive maintenance,
it seems that the majority of
businesses still shun this approach,
reacting to equipment breakdown
rather than stopping it from
''     '# 4  
highly visible items, such as carpet or
lighting systems, most HVAC systems
are out of sight and out of mind,
  -    & 
something does go wrong, it is too
late for maintenance to be performed
? # 
The result is two-fold: not only do
companies risk unnecessary and
costly downtime, it is likely that prior
to failure, the equipment, particularly
of the HVAC variety, will be running
6      "  
energy and increasing fuel bills.

ENERGY DRAIN
With HVAC systems responsible for
so much of the energy consumed in
a building, keeping this equipment

  7 
step in managing a buildings energy
usage. According to a study carried
out by Johnson Controls in 2012, best
practices in building maintenance and
operations can reduce HVAC energy
usage by 10 to 20 per cent, with poor
maintenance increasing energy usage
by 30 to 60 per cent.
This is particularly key for systems
that intake air, such as Air Handling
Units (AHUs), chillers and cooling
towers. Airborne debris – dust and
    7  
   3"  
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fact, according to Johnson Control’s
  '"   3"  
reduced by 20 per cent in mechanical
and absorption chillers, full load energy
consumption is increased by 3 per cent.

FILTER FOR EFFICIENCY
To combat this problem, HVAC systems
7 '"  6  
varying degrees and require changing
     ;Y7 " 
last longer and need fewer changes,
providing the strain on them can be
reduced, but it’s important that they’re
replaced according to pre-determined


  
maintenance periods of increased
debris (between spring and autumn),
  Y  7 '
potentially causing static pressure
  .Z  '  7 
collapse.
 7  ' 7 
air could reach more expensive
   7   Y
6         .{;#7 '
leading to premature replacement and
     7 
7    '    
   Y7   '
"     ' 6  
quality.
 3"   
to catch problems before they
  6     1  
particularly important in laboratories,
cleanrooms, vivariums and other
    "   7  
ventilation air requirements.
  7      
 "   !{`{ 

 !& ' $  7 " 
  7     .`
      $   7  
by up to 60 per cent, but also reducing
maintenance by up to 75 per cent.
*    " 6' 
in situ, or the screens can easily be
removed and brushed clean. Combined
"   6    '   
of stopping airborne particulates with
      3"'  
solution presents a cost and time
6  "  !    
footprint of air conditioning and other
HVAC equipment.

DON’T SCRIMP ON MAINTENANCE
Underfunding HVAC maintenance is a
common mistake, but with the risks of
doing so potentially costly, it is a false
economy. Maintenance should not be
viewed as an overhead that can simply
  ! !Y 6  
things properly should more than pay
for this cost, particularly for buildings
where large amounts of energy are
currently being wasted.
According to some studies, total
building costs may reduce by as much
as 50 per cent when switching from
reactive to a predictive programme.
+   7   $  
equipment life, reduced energy usage,
less frequent system downtime and
decreased interruptions to building
operations, it’s time to predict the
future, not react to the present.

Maintenance types
 Reactive: The most common and

as ECEX’s Air Intake Screen.

ABOUT AIR INTAKE SCREENS
{`{  !&   
  Y   7
mesh material with a non-stick
 '   7
"     3"
applications. Using self-tapping screws
and quick-release fasteners, the screens
7$    $  
! .Z
and other mechanical systems, such
as intake louvres, chillers, condensers
  "Z  !7  
with window, insect or pet screening
  '{`{ 
!  
       3".`
      3"   
compressor and fan motor failure.
(   ' '
or vacuum cleaner can be used for
cleaning; even the rain will assist in
this task if fan motors are switched
6  "  
cleaning regime will allow fan motors
 6    '   
unsoiled for longer and less frequent
    7 
Used with AHUs, air intake screens
       7 
by up to 60 per cent, while delivering
measurable results in improved energy
6    '

 
and costs.
{`{  !& 6 
simple way to meet stringent air quality
  " 6   Y
6  
 
   6    .`
and AHU equipment.

Decothane Ultra is truly the next generation
of liquid waterprooﬁng. It offers the same
key beneﬁts you have come to expect from
all ﬂat rooﬁng systems by Sika Liquid
Plastics, such as cold application which is
completely seamless but now with proven
low odour.
During the development of Decothane Ultra,
Sika Liquid Plastics has worked closely
with Odournet, a team of independent
consultants that manage and deliver top
level expertise in sensory analysis.

IT’S BUSINESS
AS USUAL

Decothane Ultra offers systems that
protect for up to 25 years, installed by our
Quality Assured Contractors and backed
by our single point guarantee, offering you
complete peace of mind.

For more information visit
www.decothaneultra.co.uk
alternatively, call 0800 112 3826 or
email decothane.ultra@uk.sika.com
@LiquidPlastics

Achieve the world’s most
sought after professional status
At RICS we recognise the unique skills and knowledge of those
working in Facilities Management, and understand how strategic
FM can drive business performance globally.

“At an individual and a corporate level,
RICS has helped us develop both
professional excellence and leadership
capability that can really make
a diﬀerence for our clients.”

What can RICS offer you?
• A globally recognised professional status
• Proven leadership and strategic credentials
• A network of over 12,000 FM professionals and over 100,000
RICS members worldwide
• Over 1,000 training courses and networking events every year

Bruce Melizan, Executive Director – Interserve

Get your strategic advice heard, Join RICS.

t: +44 (0)24 7686 8433, e: join@rics.org, visit: rics.org/fmhub
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FAST FACTS

It’s time for facilities teams
to drive employee wellbeing
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

With employee absence costing UK industry £31.1 billion in
2013, which is the equivalent to just under eight per cent of the
UK GDP for the same year, it should come as no surprise that
       !     "#
are facilities teams doing enough to support their employees? Julia Edmonds,
managing director, at Lexington investigates
Work in the UK is now a 24 hour,
7 day week operation, people are
spending more time in work than at
home. As a result the pressure is now
on for organisations to take stock of
their employee health and wellbeing.
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A COST EFFECTIVE BUT
PERMANENT REPAIR FOR
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Call Us
For Free

Designed to be an alternative to
coatings and roll out plastic liners,
it’s quick & easy to install with a 10
year materials guarantee.

Impartial Advice.

01384 252777.
www.gutterliners.com
unifold@ampteam.co.uk
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the way forward if genuine and
long-term savings are to be
made in public sector budgets.
We may see the next UK
government introduce a
blueprint where the public
sector considers the bidder’s
approach to employment practices
and workforce matters as part of a
tender. The Scottish government now
uses procurement exercises to encourage
suppliers to pay a living wage. This is good
news for the Facilities Management sector as unless

With the general
election now less than
100 days away, what
policies and strategies
does the FM industry
need to see implemented
by any new government
     
years ahead?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE END-USER’S VIEW
GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP
AND THE UK HEAD OF FACILITIES
AT KPMG
Facilities Management is a
major global success for the UK
with the major multi-national
providers generally being British
Guy Stallard
led businesses. Government
needs to start being proud of the
UK’s expertise in the Facilities
Management sector in a similar way to its pride in the car
industry as the global opportunities for outsourcing
are immense. Perhaps the reluctance to
trumpet FMs achievements, or listen to
its concerns, arises because catering,
cleaning and security are not seen
as sexy industries in the media.
Arguably Facilities Management is
an invisible industry in the public
consciousness.
In the next Parliament the
private sector will have a key
role, in delivering high quality
and excellent value for money
public sector arrangements. This
has been publicly stated by senior
members of all the political parties
    7  
 
with the status quo is no longer possible. To
ensure a quality outcome from further outsourcing
+         6    
6 
1      
value, not spreadsheet cost, providing contract lengths and
7             
Living Wage. Procuring on the basis of quality and value is

the public sector requires payment of the Living Wage
outsourced supply arrangements will never deliver
the quality the general public rightly demands. Paying
decent salaries also allows the Facilities Management sector
to professionalise and build sustainable careers for our
  6
Education standards in terms of academic achievement
have improved over the last decade thanks to the support
of successive governments. However, the support and
      7    
The Facilities Management sector provides a wonderful
vocational career and many in the industry hope the next
  "  6       
        3 1 
believe that unless the UK provides appropriate training
there will be a continual need for skilled immigrants such as
electricians, plumbers and receptionists.
1 $ 7   "   
opportunity for the Facilities Management sector.
To deliver on this opportunity the sector hopes
that future governments will concentrate on
providing long term stability rather than short
term expediency. 

Of course, at root
what every citizen and
industry needs is a vibrant
growing economy”
– Dave Wilson
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THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES

As someone who is standing - as they say, “in the
Labour interest” - in the local elections in May – it would
be more than a little hypocritical to pretend to be neutral in
this. But hopefully I can separate the needs of the FM industry
a little from the merely partisan point-of-view.
Of course, at root what every citizen and industry needs
is a vibrant growing economy, something that – whatever
you ascribe the causes to – has been signally absent these
  7  ' "  " "     
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any time soon. Economic
growth would solve a lot
of problems – unless, that
is, we allow industry to
create more environmental
damage, or we continue to
allow the recent pattern of
growing societal inequality
of wealth, expectations and
rights to persist.
For our colleagues
working at the delivery end
of our industry, the ones
"  "6  " 7   
would grind to a halt but who are perennially under-rewarded,
it is vital that they begin to share in the wealth they help create.
I believe that only a well-trained, well-paid workforce will
provide the stability we need to deliver excellence in facilities
management operations, which is why I’m a supporter of both
the Living Wage and real apprenticeships. Such a workforce
would be better motivated, more professional, more focused
  6 &
    
must legislate to improve pay and encourage employers to
invest – simply leaving this to the whim of employers can no
  7'     !  !"  
dominated by tendering and price competition.
Since I also believe in the world-leading status of British FM,
I would also like to see the government genuinely support
British companies selling service solutions within the EU and
overseas. That means a commitment to remaining in the EU
and positively participating in legislative development to
support our vision of a competitive marketplace. At the same
time, I fear for our government’s ability to genuinely support
our world beating industries if the Transatlantic Trade and
   ;    11;# 7  1 " ' '
leave many of our SME’s extremely vulnerable to so-called “fair
 ! X"  " 7
  "   Y  
innovative and less culturally attuned – corporations to impose
their view of the market on governments and marketplaces.
Related to that, there is another absolutely critical
constitutional issue that has to be addressed: we absolutely
MUST keep the UK together as coherent polity. I have despaired
of all our politicians since the Scottish referendum, because
they have contrived to turn a marginal but decisive rejection
   &      Y7    
of regional devolution which risk the unity not just of the UK
but of England as well. The idea of introducing any sort of
genuinely devolved powers, especially in a piecemeal fashion,
to regional cities, is astonishingly inept. Far better to adopt an
interventionist stance to create fair economic opportunities
and an intelligent approach to development, to work quickly
towards a distribution of jobs and prospects and opportunity
around the country. Failing to do this, I fear, will result not
in greater chances for the “provinces” (a term which, as a
paid up Northerner, I hate) but instead in an acceleration of
concentration of wealth and jobs on London and the southeast, which is simply unsustainable.
On the subject of SME’s, which have for a long time been the
driving force of our industry, it is about time governments did

      7
  
.  "! &{   '  6  

 !      
  !" "   7     
great frustration for many entrepreneurs. Getting capital for
$         6  ' ! 
    ! 7    
business lending is required if we are to maximise the potential
of this vital component of our industry.
And last of all, a general point. It may be old-fashioned, but I
genuinely believe that out national infrastructure needs to be
substantially re-nationalised. Neither our genuinely competitive
industries like FM, nor all the business and organisations that
"' 7  " "   Y    
disorganised, or from energy and water supply systems which
    "   7 Q  ! X  
have to be a swivel-eyed radical to understand that markets
    '   !  7 
managing that scarcity and thus have no interest in creating
spare supply capacity. In addition, many of our utilities are
owned by foreign nationalised utility companies, something
which is a quite astonishing position to be in. The result, in
the case of energy and water is so obviously detrimental to
the needs of business, the economy and our citizens that any
responsible Government would act immediately to end the
nonsense of these markets. 

THE COACH'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO
FOUNDER KENTISH
AND CO
What does FM need from
 "   
the general election?
When I sat down to
"    ' 7 
thought that popped
David Kentish
into my head was, what
is government for?
Some people see, and
approve of it being the nanny state, taking responsibility for
the lives of its citizens, in a way absolving individuals of the
responsibility for what happens to them.
Some would see, and approve it as putting the framework
in place that allows individuals, public services and private
business the scope for improvement and growth.
But in relation to the question, I’m not sure that any
    7       
industry. There has been some recent government involvement
regarding building sustainability, but that was not a direct
policy to help the FM industry. It will be down more to whatever
policies a new government brings in with regards planning,
housing, regeneration, etc. that will without a doubt have a
! !Y 6      
I would also imagine that if you asked FM providers this
   " 6  "     
own business strategies and requirements.
MARCH 2015
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Many companies work primarily in either the public or private
 '"    " 7  
these sectors? A focus on one may be detrimental to the other!
In an ideal world, government and indeed government
backed private investment money should be found for the
upgrading and renewal of the country’s infrastructure. Certainly
money is being spent on railways and projects like the new
London sewer, but this thinking should be expanded across
Great Britain.
New hospitals, new (London) airport (once someone makes
   #'   6     !'
      6  "   " 
improved transport) in other parts of the country other than
London, which will reduce unemployment and increase living
   "     7 Q   X' 
the money could be found.
All of this would massively help the FM industry. There is
no magic bullet in terms of direct policies or strategy that a
government can introduce which would help to grow this sector
because FM is intrinsically entwined with the overall growth of
our nation.
The one thing that the FM industry does not need along with
everyone else, whichever sector you work in, is uncertainty. And
we have plenty of that at the moment.
Z 
  6           
hold because the investor (private or government) does not
know if what they will be investing in will have less or more
value depending on which government comes in.
Will we be voting to stay or leave the European Union, what
other world events need to be taken into account, there is
 
  "  6   
The big problem with politics (and sometimes in big business
too) is that in most cases everything is short term or a kneejerk
reaction to public opinion on the day.
One of the greatest things that a government or business
can do is to put in place ten, twenty and thirty year plus
plans and stick with it, the problem here being that we
    7        
workable majority) and previous plans and policies put in
place can be watered down or replaced by a new government
"   6         " 
$      7        
meet their short term targets.
Politics is played out not just in government, but in
boardrooms too.
If you amended Abraham Lincoln’s quote to read “you can
please all of the people some of the time, and some of the
people all of the time, but you cannot please all the people all
the time,” that just about sums up politics.
Whatever policy decisions are made it will please and
add value to some, but will disappoint and reduce the value
of others.
The two big areas that a government can improve upon are in
its apprenticeship and personal skills training funding to both
public and private sectors.
If more grants and subsidies were available to bring in young
apprentices to the FM industry and to improve how companies
  6    
  
to communicate better, improve interpersonal skills, gain
   
   7  '  " 
an environment that many people would wish to be a part of
"   7    "
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THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST GROUP
A government getting into
"    
is a bit like a child going
 !   
holidays. There’s a shiny
new uniform, the parents
are anticipating great
things and the child is
buzzing with excitement
about the possibilities
that lie ahead. By week
C-J Green
two, the blazer has been
lost, the dog has eaten the
homework and it’s all starting to feel a bit too much like
hard work.
It’s not the best analogy but it gets my point across that
  ! "          
think it will particularly rock the FM industry. Regardless of
which party gets into power, we will continue to see the same
reviewing of public spending and the same focus on value
for money. This will continue to bring both challenges and
opportunities for the FM industry.
Again regardless of the party in power, sustainability and
energy management will continue to be enormously high on
agendas. We are seeing a lot of that now, but it will become
ever more prominent and important. Some FM companies are
already quite forward thinking around these issues, in response
to clients’ requirements. Other companies will need to be
pushed along by legislation.
+           
contracts, from ‘we want you to provide this service and save
us money’ to ‘walk us through this and tell us how we can do
    "'"     
the support service that delivers the bit that no one sees, to
FM playing an integral, partnership role in managing change
in the organisation. In a way this means that the procurement
process is becoming tougher and will only become more so,
but it is also giving FM a more strategic and prominent role in
organisations.
Changes in the industry are happening anyway and will
continue to gain momentum regardless of who’s in power. But
what an election can do is provide a certain momentum for, or
expectation of, change. It can gear people up to expect change
  !  "     6  
%   &   ' "  
enormous focus and attention on what should be done
 6     "    + 
      6   
 
      6  1  

back and waiting for a new government to chart our course. We
have to take responsibility for making the changes that will
  3       ` 
"    

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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These circumstances have allowed the
concept of modular, or scalable data centres
to gain a hold. A modular approach allows
an enterprise to buy in only enough data
processing resource for its immediate needs.
Extra capacity can be added incrementally,
with only incremental costs, at short notice
and with little disruption to service. These
possibilities exist irrespective of whether the
data centre is standalone or part of a larger
DC campus.
+   7    
   '      6 
advantages too. As ICT technology is
evolving rapidly, data centres can rapidly
exploit new opportunities they create
to boost leading-edge performance and
6    Z 7    
   '   6   
technology currently available.
1   7  '  
and scalable approach must be extended
to the data centre’s infrastructure as well as
its ICT equipment. Cooling equipment and

 "  Z;&# 
major components of this infrastructure.
% 6    
     6      "
technology and fresh approaches.
Improved cooling
6    $ '
is sometimes
achieved by using

  !  
    
      
    


containerised data centres with sealed racks,
or individual computer room air conditioning
`}`#  "  1  "
more targeted cooling.

THE BENEFITS OF MODULAR
UPS TOPOLOGY
1     7 
  7      Z;&
topology because it boosts electrical
6    " $        
concept. The last few decades have seen
enterprises in commerce, industry and other
sectors become increasingly dependent
 Z;&      '
uninterrupted power for their data resource.
Earlier systems were implemented as
relatively large, free-standing monolithic
   " 3$ %   
      6   
If demand increased beyond the original
system’s capacity, a newer, larger system
could be added or substituted. This however
"        
   Z;&     
work and cabling installation tasks were
completed. Due to these considerations,
many users were tempted to install capacity
far in excess of their immediate needs, which
led to tying up capital on underutilised
  &      Z;&
   '6    " 
Adding redundancy was also costly
and wasteful. If a data centre was being
supported by a standalone 50 kVA capacity
Z;&'       
at the cost of another entire 50 kVA system.
Loading on each system could never exceed
 '  6    
However, the advances we have seen in
semiconductor technology, and the resulting
move to transformerless solutions, have
"    Z;& - 
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6          
of smaller modules working together in
parallel. These can easily be incrementally
scaled to users’ exact requirements – and
just as easily scaled again whenever those
requirements change.

AN EXAMPLE OF MODULAR UPS
TOPOLOGY
The concept is clearly illustrated by
Z
 ;"& , 
;"+{*;1    
Y Z;&  ' "   
      !+ 
the way to 3 MW if required. The system is
  X "    Y  
           !+
‘plug-in’ modules, which users can simply
  { ;"+{
*;    
7'      
    !+1 3$    
! "   Z;&      
Additionally, up to six frames can be
         Z;&
capacity of 3 MW; a property referred to as

 -     
+        6    
  '  ;"+{
  7   "   
concept of data centre scalability. Once the
frames are installed, modules only require
plugging in, so no further building work
or installation of cables or switchgear is
  1  Z;& 7  
  
   3$    
modular data centre.
In fact, the modules have ‘hot swap’
    ' Z;&    
 ! 6 "   
or removed; the entire operation is invisible
to the critical load. In this context, hot
swappability also boosts another feature of
modular systems that remains critical to all
Z;&      " '
        6    
         7  
1   Z;&$  
implemented as a truly distributed parallel
architecture. This means that there are no
central static switches or any other single
points of failure to compromise system
reliability. Each module comprises a fully   Z;&'"     
$  Z;&   !   
A number of modules can be assembled
        $  

] "_=>^      

] "_=>^      
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availability. A 300 kW load, for example,
  !+
if any one module fails, the remaining three
can fully support the load until the faulty
module is replaced.
How high is this availability? Very high
  ;"+{*;  '
 $       
becomes possible. This is because one of the
key factors controlling a system’s availability
      11}# 
a hot swap modular system, this reduces to
half an hour, compared with six hours for a
standalone system.
13$   '  
 
reduced redundant capacity requirements
of a modular system compared with
standalone implementations are highlighted
  6       
"      
        
mentioned above; here, a modular system
"     !  !+
        "  
!+     '   
room within the frame to plug in further
modules should power demand increase.
1    7     
building work to add the extra capacity. By
contrast, the standalone system requires two
   '   '!+
redundant capacity. If the critical load then
 '3 "    
for a third unit, together with the associated
installation work, cabling and disruption.
1       7 
      .' 
particularly critical load is supplied by two
entirely independent power feeds; each feed
    Z;&"     
The advantages of the modular frame over
the standalone units are the same as for
  $ '$    
      " !+
of redundant capacity, compared with
!+   ' 
standalone implementation now requires
four separate units, which must be increased
by a further two if any future expansion
becomes necessary.
( '"  "  Z;&
system with the right modular topology
supports the vision of enterprises seeking
 7     
 1     Z;&  
can easily match that of the entire data
 Z;&     !  
incrementally added to match growing
loads, without interruption to the power
supply or disruption within the data centre
building. All of this can be achieved whole
   Z;&6     
minimal need for cooling. At the same time,
 "    " 
per cent availability – a consideration never
far from any data centre operator’s mind.

Efﬁciency and
technology in
perfect harmony.

CASE STUDY

DATUM

Safe and

secure

In order to get inside Datum’s data facility in Hampshire you have to navigate a myriad of
security checks and take a trip through a device that bears an uncanny resemblance to a
transporter out of Star Trek (feel free to insert Scotty jokes here.) But with hindsight this
is hardly surprising, after all over the past few years these buildings have been converted
           $! 
       
   "]!  

B

efore Datum took over in 2012
several innocuous buildings on
Cody Technology Park were occupied by
QinetiQ, experts in defence, aerospace
and security.
The previous occupants were responsible
for conducting research on behalf of the
MoD into things as varied as testing human
performance under various conditions, jet
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 '77 '   
a tower, still visible, where crash helmets
would be hurtled toward the ground to test
their strength.
FMJ was almost surprised that Q from
 % 7 "    
wandering the halls testing laser pens.
QinetiQ still inhabit several other
buildings on the site, which goes a long

way to explaining the security in place. (You
get the impression that any visitor who
managed to give their escort the slip would
wake up six months later on a beach in the
;  7"    7  #
But how did such a distinctive facility ever
become what it has now?
Datum, when seeking out potential
sites to set up their latest data facility

FMJ.CO.UK

DATUM

CASE STUDY

inspected seven or eight sites of which
Cody Technology Park was easily the best.
  
 6
security reassurance to both Datum and
        #  
size and layout of the buildings was also
suitable to their needs.

THE SITE
One structure was home to hyperbaric
chambers and science labs, but was easy
to convert into a data centre as it was
Q   X 6 
   "3 " '
which are extremely thick.
16 !"     
research lab, and the energy centre played
host to a world record breaking unmanned
   1"   .  
jump jet simulator on site. As you do. Finally
many of the walls are lead lined, which, FMJ
is told, comes in handy during employee
appraisals.
The work already undertaken is
impressive, but the project is far from over
" .         
Further expansion will be undertaken
as required, but Datum envision four
    17  
   
 !
positions with an average and maximum
1 !" !" !
respectively. The second hall will mirror
that and when fully complete the data
 "     ' !
  '     
space.
For the moment the space that will be
worked on during phases three and four
remains “gutted.” But there is a rationale
behind this. “It would be unwise to do
all the work in one phase,” explains Andy
. '   ) Q
occurs so quickly in the world of technology.
We could set up three data halls that we
     '   7       
of date when they actually are necessary.
Much better to design and build them to the
   7  "   X
For example, FMJ is told how, traditionally
all IT systems have been cooled using
standard air systems, however it is possible
that in the future water based systems will
become the standard. That would require
7
   Y3 "!
It is clearly bad sense to set up data halls
  7       3
  7   
This becomes a lot more complex when
you think about the technology itself.
. $ Q+   
our equipment based on what advances
are likely to be made. IT will change in the
next year, beyond recognition in the next
 7'       "   
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   X
Datum itself came about as a way for
  7      
service based approach to storing their
own data, rather than having to go through
   ""     
needs. Datum handle the user experience,
hardware, network and the data itself.

KEYSOURCE
The facilities management aspect of the site
  ) 
)       
 
 Consult
 Build
 ( Y%  
   
and controls and Facilities Management
They say that consulting, building and

     
per cent of their work load but they are also
involved with other critical environments
 !  7
    3
.  6     
 '"     1 
  7Y     
 
contract, providing M&E infrastructure,
preventive maintenance, a permanent
28
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  Y Y  
monitoring.
1 '   
the facility, meaning that any faults or
required repairs are immediately noted
and dealt with.
They of course try to run an operation that
is as environmentally friendly as possible.
In data centres there are the power
   ' ) 
    6   '   
focus on making all other power outputs as
6     
FMJ is told that in a traditional data
      "  
data ratio of 1 to 1. Meaning that for every
!""   ' 
equal amount of power would be required
for the air conditioning to prevent the
equipment overheating.
On this site, using their ecofris cooling
  ' 6     
7      1
     7
  7   
are obvious.
The facility is separated so that all of the
M&E and back up power supply equipment
is housed in a completely separate building
to the actual data storage units. This
reduces risk and increases resilience.

It is always change that
causes problems in data
centres, which is why it is
essential that you have a very
clear breakdown on who is
responsible for what.”

FMJ.CO.UK
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ENVIRONMENT
Dominic Phillips, managing director of
Datum explains. “We encourage people to
outsource their needs to us because we are
experts at what we do. We therefore chose
to outsource our M&E requirements to the
$    7(   6 
absolutely forbidden from touching the
actual IT on site as that is not where our
knowledge and talents lie.
“It is always change that causes problems
in data centres, which is why it is essential
that you have a very clear breakdown on
who is responsible for what.”
  !      
     -  6    '
including security. Indeed the data hall is
generally unoccupied and when it is, it is
   !     
sensor lighting which forms part of the
  6     
;  '   '  7  ' 
extremely proud of the facility. “We have
created an environmentally intelligent,
carrier neutral data centre, which will
enable us to service the needs of our
clients moving forward. Our vision is to
develop a network of regional facilities
   3       
     6   
  6  "      Z)
colocation centres.”
This environmental aspect is very
important to Datum. They are very mindful
 6    "   
have on their reputation. Phillips recounts
     
to their use of coal power as an example.
Though the data centre itself is not
  '     Z) 
     - 
larger facilities in the States it is without
 6   ' 3$ 
worthy blueprint for the future.

POWERING THE CLOUD
 A large data center has a capacity to use as much electricity as a small town in the United States.
 Data centers account to 17 per cent of carbon footprint of the global Information and Communication
Technology sector.
 The average life of a data center is considered to be nine years.
 Microsoft built a data centre in 2013 at a cost of $112m.
 Google’s data centers use around 260 million watts of power which accounts to 0.01 per cent of global energy.
This power is enough to consistently power 200,000 homes.

 Four of the five biggest data centres in the world are in the USA, the other is in China.
 Lakeside Centre in Chicago uses over eight million gallons of cooling fluid a year.
 Amazon utilises 450,000 servers across seven locations worldwide.
 The secretive NSA database stores so much data that they speak in terms of “Yottabytes”
and “Zettabytes.”
 Range’s data centre in China is the same size as the US Pentagon.
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The future of

everything

Barely a week goes by without a report claiming that millions of jobs will become obsolete
in the coming years, taken over by machines. Every time you speak to anyone even vaguely
interested in technology you know it won’t be long before the ‘internet of things’ is brought up.
With this in mind FMJ asks what industry experts think the workplace of twenty years will look
like, and what role CAFM will play

M

any people argue that the world is
now changing faster than ever. A
child born in the middle ages would look
around on his deathbed and see more or
less exactly the same surroundings as
he had all those years before. Now for a
child born in 2014, things will be virtually
unrecognisable by the time they meet
their maker. This is true of the workplace
as much as anything else.
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Technology is a tool to be used to solve a
particular problem, it’s not a solution in itself.”
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NEW
GUIDE TO
BUYING
FM SOFTWARE
Now available from Service Works Group
The guide provides:
• Guidance for writing a compelling business case
• Operational considerations prior to system selection
• Recommendations for building a successful project team
• Advice for managing the software supplier
• Key considerations to be addressed before the contract is signed

To request a complimentary copy
please email info@swg.com

www.swg.com • 020 8877 4080 • info@swg.com
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APPRENTICESHIPS

YOUR HIRED

'                 
  
   
     %  ! "'  
  ! ]   
        

T

he government has responded
by channelling resources into
more opportunities to improve youth
employability, whilst the need for
continued support of initiatives has
achieved broad political consensus. Indeed,
in January 2015, David Cameron pledged
to fund three million more apprenticeships
should the Conservatives win the 2015
election; it will be interesting to see what
additional manifesto pledges arise as
polling day nears.
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FM is also rising to the challenge by creating
campaigns to attract and train the young
- and has led the charge in many respects.
Several FM organisations are developing
strategies to start the student engagement
process earlier to encourage an interest in
 '    7
 .       " - 
  
."$    Y 
  Y  !    '
rather than chance:

ATTRACTING AND RETAINING
THE ‘MILLENNIALS’
Apprenticeships are regaining popularity as
a means to bring the young into the business
environment. Training is usually delivered
 "! '"   6
 
"   
 
at a college. The initial steps by the various
stakeholders are yielding positive results.
 '         
into the Youth Contract –a scheme to provide
      "  Y
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placements.
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commented: “This generation is noted in
 $        
   /+        
  !  ' 
 
leave their company and move to another
organisation.”

FM- ROUTES TO EVERY CAREER PATH
  1%   ' 
   $       $ 
  Z)   $   
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organisations have to do their part in making
"       
""       
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million employees and

  
 Z)
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its contribution
to the economy.
Similarly, on a dayto-day level, anyone
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in employment.”

$       
   +!  " && 
their clients help to provide progression routes
      
&&         
outlets.
Establishing quality training across the
   !         
   '` "  " 
(      
programme.

HARD FM OPPORTUNITIES
CATERING, THE NEW ‘SEXY’:
1"  1 !`'
  '  }  
)        
"  " 
nation has increased its
  
and cooking in the
last decade. The
result has been a
"    
$  
  6  
  "     
catering.
 ! "   
trend, contract catering is
    ,$   
&&    

providers to start bespoke training
          
$    
 '    (   
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  ',$&1  * 
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their catering and hospitality Vocationally Related
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Technical and Engineering apprenticeships
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engineering supports
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the latest best practice and innovations. The
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service to clients.
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equipment through to testing, imaging and
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THE APPRENTICESHIP FUTURE FOR FM
+! "          
        
can interact at many levels.
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lunch hour. An equally accessible and engaging
       " 
FM career routes.
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PROFILE:
DANIEL CARNEY
ENGINEER
Daniel Carney was focused on a
career in the engineering trade and
''  #  ' ?  
perfect combination of practical onsite experience and knowledge.
Daniel applied for the role at ISS
through training and recruitment
provider BEST and hopes he will gain
 +'
# # # 
work professionally as an electrician.
$     
busy role at ISS from installing
power supplies, maintenance
checks, testing electrical equipment
and repairs on machines throughout
the building.
“My apprenticeship at ISS has
helped me gain a lot of experience
in the electrical industry and carrying
out checks and repairs on power
installations has really improved
-# # 8  | 
“ISS is a great company to have
an apprenticeship with as they
 ?
-  - 
opportunities and experiences on
?  

+    $    ! 
shortage becomes a serious challenge to
    '  ! 
       $ 
    
 ' 6 
   "! 
their skills and provide inspiration to remain
in the industry.
}  & !`{('&&Z)  
 'Q      
 "!  "    
 ""      
       
     "      
 "!    '     
   & ' 
   '    
reducing youth unemployment in the UK.”

The electrical inspection
and testing specialists
•
•
•
•

Fixed Wire Electrical Test and Inspections
Portable Appliance Testing
Load Monitoring/Recording
Thermographic Surveys

As a leading key service provider we operate throughout the UK and
Channel Islands providing a very competitive “best value” service
which has become very well recognised throughout the Facilities
Management market
Please contact us for immediate attention
Email: qcltd@quantectest.co.uk
Phone: (01634) 865750
Fax:

(01634) 861195
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www.quantectest.co.uk

THE COMPETITIVE EDGE
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13 May 2015, Kings Place, London
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Book now at www.thinkfm.com/book
+44 (0)1279 712 640
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www.thinkfm.com
thinkfm@bifm.org.uk
#ThinkFM
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Je suis Charlie

     
For anyone whose name really is Charlie the protests that have engulfed January and
February have made the whole world seem like a personalised version of Spartacus.
Millions upon millions of people have enthusiastically declared that they are Charlie.
If only I could sue for copyright infringement... But in all seriousness, the part of the
            !      < \  
survivors at least) went back to work the very next day. It raises the interesting question of how
well your organisation could recover from a disaster

T

raditionally disaster recovery articles focus
on IT, computer systems and the like. But
that’s far less evocative than genuine disasters
such as the Paris shootings.
Ever since 9/11 companies and organisations
across the world have had to review the security
procedures and reactions. Far earlier in many
places. The London Underground bombings,
Charlie Hebdo shootings and many other high
7      $     
Entire rainforests have been spent for articles
focused on prevention, without anyone really
talking about reaction or recovery. It’s all “how
do we make sure it doesn’t happen to us…”
which is understandable (don’t print a picture of
Mohammed would seem to be the cardinal rule…)
but no one has been focusing on how you would
deal with things if the worst came to the worst.
The Charlie Hebdo writers went back to work
  $  .   "
 
people would have done that? I wouldn’t, I’d have
      $ $"! 
Hawaii to recuperate. But if such a tragedy were to
occur would your organisation have any process in
place to help people get back to work as soon as
possible?
     ' 7
! "
the advice handed out to deal with a terrorist
attack. Generally speaking it goes along the lines
Q} X1      $ 
    " 6    
“try and overpower the terrorists.” Seriously.
But getting people back into work (and operating
 !6    #  $  01   6 

matter entirely. Of course disasters come in all
shapes and sizes. Natural hazards like earthquakes,
3'    "    
all that many of them in Britain) can wreak havoc.
Man made disasters like terrorism, or industrial
accidents likewise. There is the more mundane, but
     6  1    
Ebola outbreak in Africa has reminded everyone of
the potential consequences of a disease outbreak.
1  $ $ ' 
  7 "  Q    ' 
never happen to me,” but it’s better to be safe
    $     '   
organisation were rocked by a disaster in the
$     '"   0{ 
if you have a plan, would people know how to
implement it?
Across the pond the Federal Emergency

   !    6 
of disasters on businesses. They report that more
    Y  
  6  '    '   
third survive for two years more.
Likewise if your IT systems are down for more
than a week, you are more likely than not to go
bankrupt within the year. But how do you make
sure that yours is one of the businesses that
survives? Even thrives?

PSYCHOLOGY
Well, most would agree that the most important
component of any successful business is the
    1   6 

the survivors of incidents like the Paris shootings
is almost impossible to imagine. The strength
   "!  $    
However modern research means that more
people than ever before understand and accept
6  $   '   ; 
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) on the survivors
and witnesses of such incidents. Seven per cent
of people will develop PTSD at some point in their
 (7        
with the disorder annually, it is estimated by a
         $   
30,000 suicides in the States each year, 5,000 are a
result of PTSD.
1       6    '
but witnesses too. Nor does it have to be a violent
incident, any stressful or dangerous occurrence can
cause dangerous and life altering consequences.
1    " 6
 
consequences following a disaster, many will.
Organisations where trauma is common, such as
the military and emergency services, are familiar
"           6
support and assistance to workers.
Something else that can be impacted by a
disaster is your company’s reputation. Especially if
you are culpable for said disaster. Think there is no
such thing as bad press… ask Rotherham Council
"     !(%;      
$ ('     
 "'     !$ ;}' 7 
  `  .   
roughly 50 times it’s usual number of copies.
However for companies that are culpable in
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some way, the advice from PR gurus is
fairly unanimous… counter the bad press
with some positive news. Success stories,
charity work, that sort of thing. Of course if
you don’t have any good news
to share then you really
are in trouble.

NATURAL
DISASTERS

It is essential that
in the aftermath of
a disaster you liaise
     
with the relevant
authorities.”

It is essential
that in the
 
of a disaster
you liaise
closely and
6  
with the relevant
authorities. Of
course there are
so many potential
disasters (not that I want to
frighten you…) that it is impossible to
know beforehand who you will be working
" 17  ' ' '
the government, scientists could all be
involved.
A close working relationship can ensure
  6  ' '   
 '
that the premises are safe to move back
40
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into. The internet is awash with such
stories, from people who live in houses
that cars routinely crash into, to the towns
        
there in 2011. Four years later
and still tumbleweed is all
  
There are of
course many
more things
that would
need to be
dealt with in
the wake of
a disaster.
Far more
than can be
dealt with in an
article like this,
written by someone
who is not even
vaguely close to being an
$ ."  
that in the rush to prevent disasters (which
is of course not just prudent but essential)
people have forgotten to have a plan in
place for how to recover.
 ' " ! "'  
matter how well you plan you can’t avoid
catastrophe.
With certain types of natural disaster it

isn’t a question of if, but when. For major
cities built along the borders of tectonic
    !  
{$ 
suggest that there is at least a 70 per
cent chance of a magnitude seven quake

1!    $    
1923 over 100,000 people died when the
Japanese capital was struck. If it were to
happen again the costs in terms of both
7
      
numbers that I just can’t comprehend.
Tokyo, San Francisco, Seattle and
others will, sooner or later, fall victim to
earthquakes. Venice will sink. Just about
everything seems to be lining up to take a
swing at Dhaka, capital of Bangladesh and
ninth biggest city in the world (also the
most densely populated of all time.) I won’t
give you nightmares by reporting what will
happen when the super volcano better
known as Yellowstone National Park erupts.
1   3  $ 
$ ' ,       
   +  7    
twentieth century would have predicted
the Blitz? It is also one of the metropolises
    3

global warming forecasts are accurate it
will be underwater within 200 years. That’s
without mentioning the odds of random
     6 /
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INSIDE
No compromises
Y Z [  
OCS becomes a
Saracen interiors BIFM Recognised
Centre
completes
refurbishment The Evolution of a
project for loma
Recycling Bin
systems
Saracen Interiors
completes
refurbishment
project for Loma
systems
Advanced Panels
protect the eighth
wonder of the
world
Trade Interchange
launches supplier
management
system at
Whitbread
<$  
  ;  
best defence

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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FRONT LINE EMERGENCY SERVICES RELY ON
WAGNER FIRE PREVENTION SYSTEM

PROTECTING LONDON UNDERGROUND
ASSETS LONG-TERM: GUTTERLINE
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 www.wagner-uk.com

 www.hdsharman.co.uk

 0870 333 6116

 info@hdsharman.co.uk

 sales@wagner-uk.com

 01298 812371

SARACEN INTERIORS COMPLETES
REFURBISHMENT PROJECT FOR LOMA SYSTEMS

TRAIN FACTORY TO BE PROTECTED BY
ADVANCED AND CDS SECURITY & FIRE
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NEW VI1500 FROM MARTINDALE TAKES SAFE
ISOLATION TO ANOTHER LEVEL

FREE COOLING ENTERS THE SPLITS MARKET
WITH HITACHI’S ECONOFRESH
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 www.martindale-electric.co.uk

 www.hitachiaircon.com

 01923 441 717

 01628 585 394

 sales@martindale-electric.co.uk

 enquiries@hitachi-eu.com

FLU FIGHTERS – HAND
WASHING OFFERS THE
BEST DEFENCE

FIKE LAUNCHES CLOUD-BASED FIRE ALARM
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
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 www.tealwash.com

 www.fikesafetytech.co.uk

 enquiries@tealwash.com

 0121 770 0593

 01633 865 558

 fstinfo@fike.com
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THE INTERCHANGEABLE PROBE
HANDLE FROM ETI

LEADING LONDON PROPERTY COMPANY
SELECTS ADVANCED

ETI have introduced a new thermocouple temperature probe that allows
the user to replace the stainless measuring tip, rather than replacing the
whole probe, saving both time and money.
Each handle incorporates a miniature thermocouple socket,
allowing a variety
of thermocouple
probes to be quickly
connected to a single
thermometer. Being
most often in use, the
stainless steel tip of
the probe is exposed to
excess heat, physical
abuse or as is often
the case, the probe
simply wears out. It is
therefore now possible to achieve a significant in cost by replacing only
the working end (the tip) of the temperature probe.
Each handle incorporates a one metre retractable, coiled thermocouple
lead and miniature connector suitable for use with any type K
thermocouple based thermometer irrespective of the manufacturer. ETI
offers a wide range of plug mounted thermocouple probes suitable for
use with the interchangeable probe handle, including probes ideal for
measuring air/gas, liquids, semi-solids or surface temperatures.
The interchangeable probe handle (order code 323-950) is competitively
priced at £18 each, exclusive of VAT.
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NO COMPROMISES WITH UPOFLOOR ZERO
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ASURE SOFTWARE MOVES EUROPEAN
HEADQUARTERS OFFICE TO LONDON
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OCS BECOMES A BIFM RECOGNISED CENTRE
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MAKITA 100 TODAY – THAT’S 100 PRODUCTS
TODAY POWERED WITH JUST ONE BATTERY!
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THE EVOLUTION OF A RECYCLING BIN
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ADVANCED PANELS PROTECT THE EIGHTH
WONDER OF THE WORLD
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EUROTECH ANNOUNCES
RELEASE OF EVERYWARE
CLOUD(EC) 3.5, THE M2M/IOT
INTEGRATION PLATFORM
Eurotech, a leading innovator in M2M technologies, announced the official
release of Everyware Cloud 3.5, the M2M/IoT Integration Platform.
Everyware Cloud is a Machine-to-Machine Integration Platform that
simplifies device and data management by connecting distributed devices
over secure and reliable cloud services. Once devices are deployed,
the Everyware Cloud allows users to connect, configure and manage
devices through the lifecycle, from deployment through maintenance to
retirement.
With EC 3.5 a set of new features that greatly enrich the remote
device management capabilities come into action, like remote device
configuration, remote device control, remote device provisioning, and
remote device update. These features enable the Everyware Cloud Web
Console to be the single point of administration for all connected devices,
and make the Everyware Cloud REST APIs the single programmable
interface to remote devices.
Finally, security and reliability have been enhanced by introducing
Two-Factors-Authentication and platform Health Monitoring, as Eurotech
constantly invests in these fundamental aspects.
To try EC for free for 90 days visit:
http://www.eurotech.com/en/portal/cloudtrial

 www.advancedco.com

 www.eurotech.com

THE INTERIORS GROUP DESIGN AND FIT OUT
OFFICE FOR DEVERE GROUP

FULTON ANNOUNCES TWO NEW
SALES APPOINTMENTS
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TRADE INTERCHANGE LAUNCHES SUPPLIER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AT WHITBREAD
Supplier information management expert Trade Interchange has won a
contract with Whitbread to provide software for the company to manage
its suppliers.
The UK’s largest hospitality company has worked with Trade
Interchange to launch, in January, a new online supplier registration and
contract management system in response to an increasing need for visible
and consistent supplier information.
Using the ARCUS supplier management platform from Trade
Interchange, Whitbread is able to more effectively manage supplier
related risk and select suppliers of the highest standard and quality.
All suppliers will be able to maintain their relationships with Whitbread
by taking advantage of the easy to use system. Suppliers are sent
automated reminders to help them keep critical information up to date or
to collaborate with contract set-up and agreement.
Andy Tyson, owner and director of Trade Interchange, said: “We’re
delighted to have been chosen by Whitbread, the UK’s largest hospitality
company, to launch its new online supplier registration and contract
management system.”

ORBIS RESPONDS TO LATEST FIGURES ON
TOWN CENTRE VACANCIES
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THE JAMIE OLIVER GROUP CHOOSE TO
SUPPORT BREAST CANCER RESEARCH WITH
THE DATACARD SD260 ID CARD PRINTER

RAWLINS UPS THE PRESSURE FOR HYGIENIC
CLEANING WITH RIGHTS TO KAIVAC RANGE
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WORKWEAR EXPRESS CHOSEN TO PROVIDE
PRINTED T-SHIRT’S TO YAHOO & PARAMOUNT
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INCENTIVE FM STAFF TAKE ON
MAMMOTH TEST OF STRENGTH
IN AID OF LOCAL HOSPICE
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 www.justgiving.com/Stannshopping

twitter.com/workwear_ex
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LANGSTONE TECHNOLOGY PARK RECOMMENDED
AS A GOOD PLACE TO GROW BUSINESS IN 2015

REGISTRATION OPEN FOR
FACILITIES SHOW 2015
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TRAINING
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‘AGILE WORKING’

FOR INDIVIDUALS THE BENEFITS ARE
MULTIFACETED:
 


COMING TO YOU SOON
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WHAT IS AGILE WORKING, WHAT
DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
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BENEFITS FOR INDIVIDUALS AND
THE ORGANISATIONS
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As an FM you’re likely to be at the forefront of profound
change in the way your organisation works, and if you
aren’t personally involved yet you will be soon. Martin
Davies, director of training, BIFM Training explains more
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NO-ONE LIKES CHANGE, SO HOW
CAN THIS BE IMPLEMENTED?
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KIER APPOINTS FM MD
Kier has appointed experienced sector specialist
Steve Davies as the new managing director of its
facilities management business.
Davies joins the company from Compass
Group UK & Ireland where he held the position
of managing director of support services, and
brings with him over 20 years’ experience across
both the public and private sector.
Currently chairman of the Building Futures
Group, Davies graduated with a BSc in Sports
Science from Manchester Metropolitan
University and is a fellow of the Institute of
Directors and Royal Institute of Chartered
Surveyors. He has worked with Serco, Reliance Facilities Management and BT’s major
joint venture company Monteray, as well as holding senior posts in local government.
Commenting on his new appointment, Davies said: “It’s exciting to be joining Kier
at such a transitional time for the Group, with ambitious plans for growth set out in its
Vision2020. My headline objective for the facilities management business is to deliver
part of that growth. We already boast some excellent existing contracts with major
public and private sector clients, and I look forward to building our client base across
both sectors.”
John Wilkinson, executive director of Kier Services, added: “We are delighted to
welcome Steve to Kier. He has a wealth of experience in the facilities management
sector and will be a driving force in helping us to deliver our growth plans. I’m looking
forward to working with him.”
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CAPITAL APPOINTS
FM DIRECTOR
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FIRST PERSON

CAREER LADDER

Facilities management is known to be a career that
Name: Edward Macfarlane
FRICS FBIFM
Current role: Managing Director
Cordant Security
Born: London
Lives: Oxfordshire

people fall into from other sectors. In this regular
column, FMJ chats to a facilities professional about
how they got into the sector and takes a look at
their career path. This month we talk to Edward
Macfarlane, managing director Cordant Security

? &     *
Washing up at the Farnborough
airshow.
? &   *  
 # 
Business Development manager for
Security Sales in London
? &       -
 #   - - 7
   -  
A wonderful and inspirational man
called Chris Best (a founding Fellow of
the BIFM) introduced me to Facilities
Management.
? What made you choose FM as
#

I fundamentally enjoy working with
people and the fact that no day is ever
the same is also a bonus.

? | } #  
     7 
    - -
I am a Fellow of BIFM which has
   Z   
development and has given me the
knowledge, strategic understanding
and credentials to progress through my
career. My Fellowship of the RICS was
a milestone for me, again giving me
credentials in the property sector.
The market has changed so much, and
will continue to do so. The gap between
property and facilities management
has closed to a dividing line. One which
is blurring very fast.
I enjoy being able to be a part of that
process and having credentials from
both industry bodies allows me to
understand both sides of the fence!

? How did you progress through
 ' 
 #   

? What was your worst
    

I spent eight years in the Army serving
with the Coldstream Guards followed
by two years managing a start up retail
business in London. I then moved into
security sales and went on to become
business development director and bid
director.
In 2006, I joined Faceo to manage a UK
FM operation for a major defence client
and was then part of the successful
bid for the Orange UK FM portfolio,
B     =  
having always wanted to try running
my own business, I spent three years
as chief executive of my own projects
management and consultancy
business, focusing on property strategy
and FM delivery. In January 2014, I
became managing director of Cordant
'     | ; 
across the UK.

Well, let’s just say that I would advise
all of you to never ever say to your
line manager – “I want your job,” –
particularly if they are insecure and
underperforming!
? What was the best job, that you
  
Travel reporter.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
 #   
I work very hard to be a good
ambassador and a Fellow for the
BIFM. This involves upholding industry
standards, driving change and
development, networking with other
industry bodies and much more.
I am also a judge for the BIFM annual
       
presenting at BIFM events. .

? What’s changed most since you
   

? Who’s your mentor (either in FM
   

The transition from being the people in
the background to being a respected
and valued profession. In essence we
are no longer seen as "bogs, bulbs and
brushes!"

I have a number of key mentors who
have kindly given me support, guidance
and friendship over many years. These
include my wife who is amazing.

? If you could do one thing
 ?
  #
 8
  
My father, who is no longer with us,
always said "never look back, look
forwards" - so I am very proud of what
I have achieved and happy with where
B$   
? What would make the biggest
 ?
#   # 7
# #  
The key to real strategic FM is to be
integrated into the property strategy
and long-term lifecycle of the property
portfolio. That way real value and
operational capability can be realised.
? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
'

Oh there are several key things that I
would encourage the up and coming to
 <  )$ )!
as possible, there are plenty of options
on this front, from industry body
)$    " 
   ;     
Secondly, perform as many roles
as possible, that way you can
understand more of the industry
and your organisation. A mentor
is also something that can help
you understand more. In terms of
buzzwords, you should always be
Z "    
and ambitious. Finally follow the role
and not the money - the money will
follow!! Oh and don’t forget to have fun.

? How would you describe
what you do to a stranger at a
  ' 
I say that it is like being a stage
manager. The actors (clients) are on
stage and everything they do relies
on us (the FM team) such as lighting,
sound, heating, catering, theatre
security etc. The actors cannot perform
to their peak without the stage team
delivering.
? What qualities should a good
'

You need to be agile with great people
skills. Obviously technical skills are key
      ; 
and professionalism. Perhaps most
importantly you will need a good sense
of humour.
? What are your long-term goals
   +     
I am in the process of building a
  ! ;   
developing market leading service
solutions linked to property asset
management and encouraging
individuals to better achieve.
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity
  +  -  # 
 * # 
Interesting and challenging strategic
work is the fundamental bedrock to
continuous improvement and both
personal and team development.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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“Kay and her team provide a
seamless outsourced switchboard
service. The result? Lower costs,
outstanding service levels.”
Moneypenny client since 2010

Kay, Moneypenny Receptionist

Moneypenny will support your
existing team by looking after

  
       
moneypenny.co.uk
0333 202 1005

TELEPHONE
ANSWERING

PENELOPE
PHONE SYSTEM

OUTSOURCED
SWITCHBOARD

DIGITAL
RECEPTIONIST

